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Brief History of HMDA
 Enacted by Congress in 1975, implemented by Board rulemaking in 1976
 Both the statute and the regulation were amended several times over the following four
decades
 HMDA’s purposes:





Helps show whether financial institutions are serving the housing needs of their communities;
Assists public officials in distributing public-sector investment to attract private investment to
areas where it is needed; and
Assists with the identification of possible discriminatory lending patterns and enforcement of
antidiscrimination laws
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Brief History of HMDA (continued)
 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act amended HMDA in 2010


Added new reporting requirements



“Such other information as the Bureau may require”

 The 2010 Federal Reserve Board Hearings
 The Bureau issued the HMDA proposed rule on July 24, 2014


97-day comment period



About 400 comments

 The Bureau issued the HMDA final rule on October 15, 2015 to implement provisions of the
Dodd-Frank Act
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Basic Overview of HMDA Final Rule
 Modifications to . . .


Institutional Coverage



Transactional Coverage



Reporting Requirements



Reporting and Release

 What isn’t in the final rule?


Extent to which the data will be released to the public
• Subsequent policy making to include process for public input
• Balancing test = potential harm to applicant and borrower privacy with the importance of releasing
information to fulfill HMDA’s disclosure purposes
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Institutional Coverage (§ 1003.2(g))
 Final rule decreases coverage of depository institutions and expands coverage of
nondepository institutions by creating a uniform loan-volume coverage test for both
depository and nondepository institutions
 Uniform loan-volume test: The institution either originated


At least 25 closed-end mortgage loans in each of the two preceding calendar years or



At least 100 open-end lines of credit in each of the two preceding calendar years

 Depository Institutions still subject to existing asset, location, and activity tests

 Nondepository Institutions still subject to existing location test
 Temporary loan-volume test for depository institutions effective on January 1, 2017


Excludes depository institutions that originated fewer than 25 home purchase loans (including
refinancings of home purchase loans) in each of the two preceding calendar years
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Transactional Coverage (§§ 1003.2(d), (e), (o), 1003.3(c))


Different coverage rules apply to consumer-purpose and commercial-purpose
transactions



Consumer-purpose transactions (i.e., extensions of credit that are not
primarily for business or commercial purposes)





Covered loan = dwelling-secured, closed- or open-end extension of credit
Examples: consumer-purpose home-equity loans, home-equity lines of credit, and
reverse mortgages

Do not report transactions that are:







Not secured by a dwelling (e.g., unsecured home improvement loans, liens on
unimproved land)
Primarily for agricultural purposes
Not extensions of credit (e.g., renewal of an open-end line of credit unless the existing
debt obligation is satisfied and replaced)
Otherwise excluded from coverage in § 1003.3(c) (e.g., temporary financing)
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Transactional Coverage (continued)
 Commercial-purpose transactions (i.e., extensions of credit that are primarily for business
or commercial purposes)






Covered loan = dwelling-secured, closed- or open-end extension of credit that is a home purchase
loan, a home improvement loan, or a refinancing

Example (covered): closed-end mortgage loan or open-end line of credit to purchase or improve a
multifamily dwelling or a single-family dwelling investment property
Example (not covered): closed-end mortgage loan or open-end line of credit solely or primarily to
improve or expand a business (e.g., to renovate a family restaurant that is not located in a
dwelling, or to purchase a warehouse, business equipment, or inventory)
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Transactional Thresholds (§ 1003.3(c)(11) and (12))
Lending activity

Not required to report data
concerning

Originated fewer than 25 closed-end
mortgage loans in each of the two
preceding calendar years

Closed-end mortgage loans

Originated fewer than 100 open-end
lines of credit in each of the two
preceding calendar years

Open-end lines of credit
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Examples—Loan-Volume Thresholds
Loan Type

A

2016

2017

30

24

1,000

1,200

Closed-end mortgage loans

30

45

Open-end lines of credit

99

105

Closed-end mortgage loans

55

45

Open-end lines of credit

150

200

Closed-end mortgage loans

22

26

Open-end lines of credit

98

101

Closed-end mortgage loans
Open-end lines of credit

B

C

D

Originations
During
Calendar
Year

Must collect in 2018 and
report in 2019

Only open-end lines of credit

Only closed-end mortgage
loans
Both closed-end mortgage
loans and open-end lines of
credit
Neither
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Data Reporting Requirements (§ 1003.4(a))


Final rule will require financial institutions to collect, record, and report information on a total of
48 data points


25 new data points
• 11 new data points identified in the Dodd-Frank Act
• 14 new data points using the Bureau’s discretionary authority



23 existing data points
• 14 modified
• 9 existing



The final rule does not include the following proposed data points:


QM flag



Initial draw



RPIR (risk-adjusted, pre-discounted interest rate)



MSA/MD
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Data Reporting Requirements (continued)
 To reduce reporting burden, the final rule:


Addresses known compliance questions about the regulation



Aligns with other regulations, where appropriate



Implements “relied on” standard, where appropriate



Moves toward a data standard (MISMO and ULDD), where appropriate



Streamlines and consolidates requirements into regulation text
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Data Points—At a Glance
Current data points (including modified and unmodified data points)
•
•
•
•

Legal Entity
Identifier
Universal Loan
Identifier
Application Date
Loan Type

•
•
•
•
•

Loan Purpose
Preapproval
Construction
Method
Occupancy Type
Loan Amount

•
•
•
•
•
•

Action Taken
Action Taken
Date
State
County
Census Tract
Ethnicity

•
•
•
•
•

Race
Sex
Income
Type of Purchaser
Rate Spread

•
•
•

HOEPA Status
Lien Status
Reason for Denial

Prepayment
Penalty Term
Introductory Rate
Period

•

Non-Amortizing
Features
Application
Channel

•

Mortgage Loan
Originator
NMLSR Identifier

Total units
Multifamily
Affordable Units
Automated
Underwriting
System

•
•

Reverse Mortgage
Open-End Line of
Credit
Business or
Commercial
Purpose

Data points identified in the Dodd-Frank Act
•
•
•
•

Property Address
Age
Credit Score
Loan Term

•
•

Total Loan Costs,
or Total Points
and Fees
Property Value

•
•

•

Data points added under the Bureau’s discretionary authority
•
•
•
•

Origination
Charges
Discount Points
Lender Credits
Interest Rate

•
•

Debt-to-Income
Ratio
Combined Loanto-Value Ratio

•
•

Manufactured
Home Secured
Property Type
Manufactured
Home Land
Property Interest

•
•
•

•
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Data Points—Applicants and Applications
 Ethnicity, race, and sex


Disaggregation of ethnicity and race

 Age

 Income
 Debt-to-income ratio
 Credit score

 Automated underwriting system
 Application channel
 Reason for denial
 Application date
 Preapproval request
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Data Points—Property
 Property location by state, county, and census tract
 Lien status
 Property value

 Combined loan-to-value ratio
 Construction method
 Manufactured home secured property type

 Manufactured home land property interest
 Total units
 Multifamily affordable units
 Occupancy type
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Data Points—Transaction


Loan type



Loan purpose



Loan amount



Action taken and action taken date



Type of purchaser



Rate spread



HOEPA status



Total loan costs or total points and
fees





Discount points



Lender credits



Interest rate



Prepayment penalty term



Loan term



Introductory rate period



Non-amortizing features



Reverse mortgage



Open-end line of credit

Origination charges
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Data Points—Identifiers
 Legal Entity Identifier
 Universal Loan Identifier
 Property address

 Mortgage Loan Originator NMLSR Identifier
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Reporting and Release Modifications (§ 1003.5)
 Financial institutions still required to submit data to the appropriate federal agency by
March 1 following the calendar year for which data is collected
 Financial institutions are no longer required to make available the disclosure statement and
modified loan/application register to the public


Instead, financial institutions must provide a notice to members of the public seeking these data
that the information is available on the Bureau’s website

 Beginning in 2020, larger-volume financial institutions are required to report HMDA data
on a quarterly basis in addition to annually
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Effective Dates of HMDA Final Rule
1/1/ 2017

1/1/2018

1/1/2019

1/1/2020

Effective date for
excluding low
volume depository
institutions from
coverage

Effective date for
most provisions
related to
institutional and
transactional
coverage,
and data collection,
recording,
reporting, and
disclosure

Effective date for
changes to
enforcement
provisions and
additional
amendments to
reporting
provisions

Effective date for
quarterly reporting
provisions
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Feedback and Questions


The final rule can be found on our website,
www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/rulemaking




Final rule is also published on the Federal Register’s website and on the
regulations.gov website. See 80 FR 66127, as amended by 80 FR 69567.

HMDA regulatory implementation materials can be found on our website,
www.consumerfinance.gov/policycompliance/guidance/implementation-guidance/hmdaimplementation



Resources for HMDA filers can be found on our website,
www.consumerfinance.gov/data-research/hmda/for-filers



Please direct interpretive questions on the rule to us at
CFPB_reginquiries@cfpb.gov
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HMDA – Technology/Implementation
Resources
Sheila Lee
HMDA Implementation Workshop

September, 2016

http://www.consumerfinance.gov/hmda/

http://www.consumerfinance.gov/hmda/

File
Specifications
Platform
Overview
FAQ

Executive Summary, Key Dates, Compliance
Guide, Coverage Chart, Summary Reportable
Data, “NOT Applicable” and more!

Resources for HMDA filers
N
E

Technology Preview
▪ Introduction - For HMDA data collected in or after 2017, a web-based data submission and edit-check system(the HMDA Platform) is
being created to process Home Mortgage Disclosure Act(HMDA) data. It is expected that the HMDA Platform will streamline the HMDA
submission process and reduce burden on HMDA filers.
▪ This web page is intended to provide an initial view into the way HMDA filers will interact with the HMDA Platform. Additionally, this
web page describes resources that will be available for filers, developers and the interested public. This web page will be updated on
an ongoing basis, to keep stakeholders informed of new developments.
▪ Interacting with the HMDA platform - The HMDA Platform will be available online only and will guide filers through the entire filing
process, including the review of any edits and the certification of the accuracy and completeness of the loan/application register. A
separate Filing Instructions Guide (FIG) describes the file format and other requirements.

▪ User Accounts – The HMDA Platform will require every HMDA filer to register online for login credentials and establish an account prior
to using the system. Once established, a HMDA filer’s account will allow a financial institution to upload its loan/application register,
check on which stage it is in the filing process, complete the review and verification steps, and submit the loan/application register. The
CFPB will provide details on the registration process in a future update.

Technology Preview (cont’d) Submitting a HMDA file
▪ The HMDA Platform will allow the filer to select the appropriate loan/application register from a
local or network file system. The newly –uploaded file will supersede any previously uploaded file
for which the filer did not complete the submission process.

▪ The HMDA Platform will confirm the upload of the selected loan/application register, check that
the file is pipe delimited ( see FIG sec 3) and has the correct number of data fields (see FIG sec 3).
If the file is not properly formatted, the HMDA Platform will send an error message and require the
HMDA filer to correct and refile the loan/application register.

File Format
For data collected in 2017
File Format
Beginning with data collected in 2017, your HMDA data file will be submitted in a pipe (also
referred to as vertical bar) delimited text file format. This means that:
• Each data field within each row will be separated with a pipe ( | ).
• These are not fixed length fields, therefore leading and trailing zeros, or
spaces will not be needed.
• Filler data fields will no longer be used in the file.
• The file will be a text file with a .txt file format extension
Sample Transmittal Summary
Sample Loan/Application Register Summary

http://www.consumerfinance.gov/policy-compliance/guidance/implementationguidance/hmda-implementation//

Development Tools

Open Source Policy
The CFPB is committed to developing the programming code for the HMDA Platform in an open way. The
HMDA Platform is being actively developed on the site, GitHub.com (see: https://github.com/cfpb/hmdaplatform). This provides transparency to the algorithms and methodologies used to parse and validate a
HMDA file, as well as the code used to develop the HMDA Platform user interface and related tools for filers.
This code is in the public domain and does not impact the privacy or security of the data.

https://github.com/cfpb/hmda-platform

https://github.com/cfpb/hmda-platform-ui

Resources for Developers

▪ As noted above, the CFPB is developing the HMDA Platform in the open. With the exception of
internal server deployment details, the source code will be available to review and use.
▪ While most HMDA filers and interested members of the public will interact with the HMDA
Platform primarily through the web, the HMDA Platform is developed with an API-first approach,
with a modern architecture intended to be efficient and flexible.

▪ Details of public APIs and other developer resources will be released on the Resources for Filers
page on the CFPB website and on GitHub

Visit http://www.consumerfinance.gov/data-research/hmda/faq

Some common questions received
▪ 1. Can an xml file be submitted through the HMDA platform?
▪

No, only a pipe delimited text file will be accepted.

▪ 2. Who provides the best HMDA training?
▪

CFPB cannot recommend training or vendors.

▪ 3. How do I access the platform?
▪

The HMDA Platform will be available online only and will guide filers through the entire filing process, including the
review of any edits and the certification of the accuracy and completeness of the loan/application register. The HMDA

Platform will require every HMDA filer to register online for login credentials and establish an account prior to using the
system.
▪ 4. How will the user know if the HMDA file has been accepted?
▪ After the filer submits the loan/application register, the HMDA Platform will provide the filer with a summary screen

acknowledging the time and date of submission.

HMDA –Multifamily

Anna Pané

September, 2016

HMDA Multifamily Loan Coverage –
Current Rule
•

Under the current rule, a dwelling is defined as a residential structure (whether or not attached to real property)
located in a state of the United States of America, the District of Columbia or the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
The term includes an individual condominium unit, cooperative unit, or mobile or manufactured home.

•

The term “dwelling” includes a multifamily structure, based on the language from the commentary to the current
rule: The definition of “dwelling” is not limited to the principal or other residence of the applicant or borrower, and
thus includes vacation or second homes and rental properties. A dwelling also includes a multifamily structure
such as an apartment building.

•

Multifamily dwelling is not explicitly defined in the current HMDA rule.

HMDA Multifamily Loan Coverage –
New Rule
•

Under the new rule, multifamily dwellings are now explicitly included in the definition of a dwelling:
 A “dwelling” is defined as a residential structure, whether or not attached to real property. The term includes but is
not limited to a detached home, an individual condominium or cooperative unit, a manufactured home or other
factory-built home, or a multifamily residential structure or community.

•

Multifamily dwellings are defined in the new rule as “a dwelling, regardless of construction method, that contains five or
more individual dwelling units.”


This is meant to clarify that multifamily residential structures include complexes and manufactured home
communities.

•

This new definition also means that multifamily mortgage loans are not included in the coverage criteria applicable to
depository institutions because both the current and revised definition of depository institution requires that “In the
preceding calendar year originated at least one home purchase loan or refinancing of a home purchase loan, secured by
a first lien on a one-to four-family dwelling.”

•

Under the new rule, a home purchase loan secured by a multifamily dwelling is now explicitly excluded from preapproval

programs.

Changes in Multifamily Loan Coverage –
Reporting
The new rule adds data point related to multifamily dwellings.
 Effective January 1, 2018, covered loans secured by a multifamily dwelling are subject to additional
reporting requirements under Section 1003.4(a)(32), which states that data collected shall include the
following data point: If the property securing the covered loan or, in the case of an application, proposed
to secure the covered loan includes a multifamily dwelling, the number of individual dwelling units related
to the property that are income-restricted pursuant to Federal, State, or local affordable housing
programs.

Presented by
Michael C. Flynn
Partner
Goodwin Procter LLP

•

The new HMDA rule is complex, with many changes and
additional to existing rule/process requirements.

•

Elena and Sheila have done a great job setting out the
new rule. The other panels today and the rest of this
week will drill down on key parts of the rule, operational
and technology needs and issues, and fair lending
implications.

•

In preparation for those panels, let’s consider Elena and
Sheila’s presentation and discuss some big points or
takeaways under the new HMDA rule. All of these will be
focuses of the upcoming panels.

Background
• MBA has long focused on HMDA data recognizing its importance to
our industry, researchers, advocates and regulators.
• Since 1974, the data collection and reporting requirements under
HMDA have expanded, At the same time, over these years the
importance of the data for purposes of fair lending and regulatory
review have increased correspondingly.
• This latest - and perhaps greatest - expansion presents significant
implementation and operational challenges to lenders

HMDA Take-Aways
1. Data is Key - Today, HMDA data is of enormous
importance to regulators, advocates and the public; its
importance will increase exponentially following implementation
of the new rule.
2. Implementation Will Be Challenging - Implementation of
the rule will require lenders to make major changes in their
systems and policies and procedures to collect, secure and
report greatly increased and more sensitive data.

HMDA Take-Aways (cont’d)
3. Implementation: Know the Rule – To record and
report accurately, all the new coverage definitions, and all the
new data point requirements, must be followed correctly.
4. Data Integrity is Essential - Operation of the rule will
necessitate that lenders ensure the ongoing integrity of their
new, broader data.
5. Data Demands Review - Operation of the rule will
also necessitate much greater analysis of the data by lenders
to ensure fair lending compliance.

HMDA Take-Aways (cont’d)
6. Still More Needs to Be Done - During the process of
implementing the rule, key matters remain to be resolved including
whether and how private financial data will be made public, technology
tools, allowed error rates, and more.
7. Don’t Forget Multifamily – Consumer purpose multifamily
loans sections by a dwelling are covered. Some data point rules relate
specifically to multifamily.
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1. Data is Key
Purposes of HMDA data remain
1.
2.
3.

Sunshine areas served by lenders
Assisting public investment
Fair lending review

•

The third point has become preeminent

•

The use of the data for other regulatory and social purposes will
increase because the new data provide much greater insight

2. Implementation Will Be Challenging
• Many new data fields – Total of 48 data points
•

25 new data points including credit score, dti, cltv and age
– 11 identified in Dodd-Frank
– 14 under Bureau’s discretionary authority

•

23 existing data points
– 14 modified
– 9 existing

•

In reality, far more than 48, given the “decision trees”, exceptions, and definitions for
many data points

• But far more variables as a result of new borrower choices
•

Hispanic

•

Asian

2. Implementation Will Be Challenging (cont’d)
•

Changes in reporting methodology for 2017 data

•

Massive increase in data collection for 2018 with reporting in
2019 – Systems must be ready in 2017 next year

•

Quarterly reporting for very large mortgage lenders in 2020

•
•

4. Data Integrity is Essential
•

HMDA data is among first information requested in examination

•

Supervisory bulletin and case law demonstrate importance CFPB
places on accurate HMDA data

•

CFPB Bulletin 2013-11

4. Data Integrity is Essential (Cont’d)

•

•

In October 2013, the CFPB announced Consent Orders against a bank and a non-bank for HMDA data
inaccuracies

•

Under current thresholds, HMDA exam teams will ask institutions to correct and resubmit their LARs
when the errors exceed:
• 10% or more of the LAR entries (5% in an individual field), for institutions with fewer than 100,000
entries
• 4% or more of the LAR entries (2% in an individual field), for institutions with 100,000 or more
entries
• However, sample error rates below 4% — or below 2% in an individual data field — may require
resubmission if the errors make analysis of the institution’s data unreliable.

•

New data fields make integrity far more challenging

5. Data Drives Review
• Fair lending - examination of lender’s HMDA data
• Interest of Bureau in peer comparisons - review of peer data
• Future claims likely based on lack of business justification for particular
underwriting approaches; data likely explanatory

•

6. Still More Needs to Be Done
A. Resolution of privacy issues and determination of which data items are to be made public
and in what form

•

•

CFPB has established a balancing test – balancing releasing the data to accomplish
HMDA’s public purposes against the potential harm to an applicant or borrower’s
privacy interest that may result from the release of the data without modification

•

CFPB has committed to providing a process for the public to provide input on the
application of the balancing test to determine the HMDA data to be publicly disclosed

•

MBA is profoundly concerned about reidentification of borrowers

. Still More Needs to Be Done (cont’d)
B.

Resubmission requirements
CFPB Request for Information – Comments were due March 14
MBA commented discussion on the appropriate margin of errors should

C.

Technology build out and technical requirements for reporting

Recent issuance by the Bureau
More expected

•

continue

•
•
•

Conclusion
•
•
•

From January 1, 2017 until December 31, 2017:
• If the institution is a bank, credit union or savings association, the institution
is a depository institution and is covered only if:
• On the preceding December 31, the total assets of the institution
exceeded the asset threshold announced annually by the CFPB; and
• On the preceding December 31, the institution had a home or branch
office in a Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA); and
• In the preceding calendar year, the institution originated at least one
home purchase loan (excluding temporary financing such as a
construction loan) or refinancing of a home purchase loan, secured by a
first lien on a one- to four-unit dwelling; and

From January 1, 2017 until December 31, 2017:
• The institution meets one or more of the following criteria:
• The institution is federally insured or regulated;
• The mortgage loan referred to above was insured, guaranteed or
supplemented by a Federal agency; or
• The loan was intended for sale to Fannie Mae or Freddie Mac; and
• In each of the two preceding calendar years, the institution originated at
least 25 covered home purchase loans, including refinancings of home
purchase loans. Through December 31, 2017, a “home purchase loan”
means “a loan secured by and made for the purpose of purchasing a
dwelling.”

From January 1, 2017 until December 31, 2017:
•

•
•

•

From January 1, 2017 until December 31, 2017:
•
•
•

From January 1, 2017 until December 31, 2017:
•
•
•

